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Our facilities are HIPAA/HITECH compliant and SSAE 16, ISAE3402, AT101, PCI DSS 2.0 Level 1 Certi�ed.  

Physically Secured Private Servers
All  data  is  stored on  physically and digitally secured  private  servers  in  
the  USA. These facilities are regularly audited for highest quality & secu-
rity standards.                 can be interfaced with Iris Identification of the 
user on mobile device for critical applications.

private cloud. These can be shared with other designated users within the 
environment. Data is delivered to remote device in fully encrypted format 
only. 

Secure File Transfer
                   ensures  that  data files  are 
stored and transferred easily & securely 
between users.                  provides high-level  
encryption  at  the source and transmit the 
data files in compressed form to the secured 

Analytics – Audit Trail
                 analytics features provide business 
intelligence and audit trail by recording GPS 
locations and time stamp of data access. 

Appointment Scheduling  
                user can manage, set-up, request for appointments with Clients, 
Bankers, Colleagues, Suppliers, etc.

Automatic Data Destruction
Automatic data destruction deletes messages and files on the remote 
device after a set time. Data can be retrieved again from server when 
desired.

End to End Secured platform
                 provides a completely secured 
environment that facilitates easy exchange of 
messages, documents and other data for the 
practice including external entities like Clients, 
Bankers, etc.

Lost devices, Protection from data theft
                 enables remote data destruction on demand. The secured data 
on the mobile device is encrypted but with this feature, there is no reason 
to worry when the mobile device is lost or stolen.

Mobile Apps
                comes with native apps on Apple and 
Android platforms for smart phones and tablets.

Offline Data Availability-Active 
Mobility 
The offline security feature of                  makes 
sure that desired mails and critical data are 
available on the device even when there is no 
network connection. It is stored in encrypted 
mode on the device thus eliminating risk.


